Ample evidence supports genetic and functional heterogeneity in primary tumors, but it remains unclear whether circulating tumor cells (CTCs) also exhibit the same hierarchical organization. We examined the functional diversity of viable, single CTCs using an array of subnanoliter wells (nanowells). The compartmentalization of single cells by nanowells allowed clonal comparison † Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See
Introduction
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) mobilize from primary tumors or metastases and transit through the bloodstream. They are of fundamental interest because a subpopulation of CTCs may initiate metastasis and mediate the hematogenous dissemination of cancer. 1 The recent successful engraftment of CTCs in xenograft models provided convincing evidence that metastasis-initiating cells exist amongst CTCs. 2, 3 Because these assays used pooled CTCs, however, it remains unclear if every CTC contributes equally to tumor formation, or if a founder population possesses enhanced tumorigenic potential and gives rise to metastatic colonies. 4 Identifying the cells, or a subpopulation of cells, most capable of establishing overt metastasis may be one key to designing effective therapies, especially if such cells are rare and can evade conventional chemotherapies 5 and remain dormant for a number of years in the form of minimal residual disease. 4 To adequately resolve the fine variance within a population of CTCs, it is important to both isolate rare CTCs and interrogate each CTC individually, preferably in a high-throughput fashion. Current assays, however, either require pooled CTCs, 2,3 obscuring any heterogeneous differences in cellular behaviors among cells, or fail to preserve cell viability. Existing single-cell assays are mainly confined to enumeration, 6 intracellular staining, 7 geno-typing, 8 and gene expression. 9 Because these assays require fixation or lysis, it has not been possible to evaluate several important characteristics of live CTCs, including their viability over time and their propensity to invade or secrete soluble factors. These functional phenotypes could provide potentially useful indictors of the metastatic potential of tumor cells. [10] [11] [12] Here we developed a process using arrays of subnanoliter wells (nanowells) 13 to isolate and characterize single, viable CTCs from whole blood, thereby exploring the functional diversity amongst CTCs. This approach enabled us to perform spatiotemporal tracking of CTCs and identify a rare subset of CTCs that exhibited malignant traits indicative of metastatic potential.
Materials and methods

Patient recruitment
The patient cohort used in this study was generated from the Prostate Clinical Research Information System (CRIS) at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. The CRIS system consists of data-entry software, a central data repository, collection of patient data including comprehensive follow-up of all patients, and tightly integrated security measures as previously described. 14 All patients provided written informed consent to allow the collection of tissue and blood and the analysis of clinical and genetic data for research purposes. Patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer were identified for this trial based on (1) progression on a phase II study of abiraterone in combination with dutasteride or (2) Prostate-specific Antigen (PSA) > 20 ng ml −1 to enrich for patients likely to have detectable CTCs. Patient status was assigned by changes in serum PSA levels, with progression at the time of blood collection defined as a PSA increase of > 5% per 30 days. Refer to Table S1 (ESI † ) for patient information. Blood was drawn into EDTA tubes and processed within 4 h. Whole blood from healthy donors was purchased from Research Blood Components.
Fabrication of arrays of nanowells
A silicon master 15 was microfabricated (Stanford foundry) and mounted in a metal mold. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Dow Corning) (10:1 ratio of base to catalyst) was injected through a port into the silicon mold, cured at 80 °C for 4 h, and then removed to produce an array containing 84 672 cubic wells (65 μm). Before use, the PDMS array was oxygen plasma treated for 2 min and immediately submerged in PBS to preserve the hydrophilicity rendered by the plasma treatment. The array was then blocked in serum-containing media for 15 min before cells were loaded.
Enrichment of CTCs
Negative selection was performed using either the EasySep or RosetteSep CD45 depletion kit (StemCell Technologies). With the EasySep kit, 45 ml of red blood cell lysis buffer (Biolegend) was added to 5 ml of whole blood and the mixture was incubated at room temperature until the red blood cells were completely lysed (15-20 min) . Blood was washed once with wash buffer (2% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% Bovine Serum Antigen (BSA), 5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)). CD45 depletion was performed with the EasySep human CD45 depletion kit according to the manufacturer's instructions. The remaining cells were suspended in approximately 200 μl wash buffer and were directly deposited onto the PDMS nanowells and allowed to settle for 5 min. With the RosetteSep kit, 250 μl antibody cocktail was incubated with 5 ml of whole blood for 20 min. The blood was then diluted with PBS at a 1:1 ratio and layered onto Ficoll-Paque Plus (GE Healthcare) in a SepMate tube (StemCell Technologies) and centrifuged at 800 × g for 10 min. The upper layer containing the serum and buffy coat was removed and washed twice. Further red blood cell lysis was sometimes necessary to remove residual red blood cells.
Staining and microscopy
Cells were either stained directly on the array of nanowells in a tube for 1 h at room temperature with EpCAM and a cocktail of lineage markers for leukocytes including CD3, CD16, CD20, CD38 and CD45 (refer to the list of antibodies used in Table S2 , ESI † ). For viability assays, the cells were rinsed with PBS and stained with Calcein AM violet (Molecular Probes) and Annexin V FITC (BD Pharmingen) in Annexin V binding buffer (BD Pharmingen) for 10 min at room temperature.
The stamps were imaged with an epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss) with filter wheels at the following wavelengths: Calcein AM violet (Ex: 390 nm, Em: 440/40 nm), FITC (Ex: 488 nm, Em: 525/36 nm), PerCP-eFluor710 (Ex: 488 nm, Em: 716/40 nm), PE/CY7 (Ex: 570 nm, Em: 809/81 nm).
Compensation was performed with beads that were precoated with anti-Fc antibodies (Bangs Laboratories). Each antibody was incubated with the beads and imaged in all the fluorescent channels. The percentage of bleed over was computed by plotting the fluorescence intensity of the signal channel versus the intensity of all other channels individually. The slope of the linear plot gave the percentage bleed over of the signal channel into the second channel.
Cells were identified with Enumerator, a custom image analysis software developed in house. For each nanowell array, we generated a list of cell information including the well IDs, cell size and fluorescent intensities. The text file was converted into a FlowJo-readable text format. 16 Gating and cell statistics were analyzed in Flowjo (Treestar).
Proliferation assay
CTCs were cultured directly in the nanowells. C4-2 cells were authenticated using Short Tandem Repeat (STR) analysis (Promega and ATCC). Matrigel (1 ml; BD Biosciences) was added directly onto the nanowells and allowed to solidify for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were maintained in a growth medium that was previously reported to enhance the proliferation of epithelial cells. 17 The growth medium consisted of 3:1 Ham's F-12 Nutrient Mixture-Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Cellgro), 5% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.4 μg ml −1 hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), insulin (5 μg ml −1 ) -transferrin (5 μg ml −1 ) -sodium selenite (5 ng ml −1 ) supplement (Roche), 8.4 ng ml −1 cholera toxin (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 U ml −1 Penicillin-Streptomycin (Cellgro), 10 ng ml −1 epidermal growth factor (Life Technologies), 24 μg ml −1 adenine (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 μM Y-27632 (Enzo Life Sciences) and 1 pM 5α-Androstan-17β-ol-3-one (Sigma-Aldrich). In addition to the growth conditions described above, we applied a second culture condition that has previously been used to grow intestinal stem cells and primary prostate cancer cells. 18 The growth medium consisted of 3:1 Ham's F-12 Nutrient Mixture-Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Cellgro), 1× N2 supplements (Life Technologies), 1× B-27 supplements (Life Technologies), 1 mM Nacetylcysteine (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 μg ml −1 R-spondin (Life Technologies), 100 ng ml −1 Noggin (Life Technologies), 50 ng ml −1 epidermal growth factor (Life Technologies), 100 U ml −1 penicillin-streptomycin (Cellgro), 10 μM Rho-kinase (ROCK) inhibitor (Y-27632) (Enzo Life Sciences) and 1 pM 5α-Androstan-17β-ol-3-one (Sigma-Aldrich). There was, however, no significant difference in the percentage of CTC survival between the two culture conditions. 
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The cells were relabeled with antibodies against EpCAM, CD3, CD16, CD20, CD38 and CD45 and Calcein AM, and then imaged every three days. Viability was defined by positive Calcein AM and EpCAM staining as well as intact cell morphology in the bright field.
The predicted probability of the viability of a cluster was estimated based on the viability of a single cell. A cluster was considered viable if it contained at least one viable cell. The viabilities of clusters containing different numbers of cells were weighted by the frequencies of each cluster according to the following formula:
where N = total number of cells found in clusters, i = number of cells found in a cluster (ranging from 2 to i max ), n i = number of clusters containing i cells and P single,viable = viability of single cells.
Invasion assay
After cell loading, 1 ml of Matrigel was pipetted directly onto the nanowell arrays and allowed to solidify for 1 h at room temperature. Cells embedded in Matrigel were stained with antibodies (1:200) for 2 h at 37 °C before imaging. The array was then imaged every three days. EpCAM + cells were identified and tracked by their positive EpCAM staining. The coordinates of the centroid of the individual cells or cell clusters and of their wells were read in AxioVision (Zeiss). The relative coordinates of the cells to the wells were calculated as:
The distance that the cells had moved from their initial position was calculated as:
Microengraving
Microengraving was performed as previously described. 19 Poly-lysine-coated glass slides were coated with 1 μg of capture antibody in 80 μl sodium borate buffer (pH 9) for 1 h at room temperature or 4 °C overnight and then blocked in PBS + 1% BSA for 30 min. The cell-loaded array of nanowells was rinsed with basal media containing 0.04% human serum. Human IgGs in the serum were used to mark the position of each well; every well should be positive for human IgG because anti-human IgG capture and detection antibodies were included in the panel of antibodies. The antibody-coated glass slide was then sealed on top of the nanowells in a hybridization clamp for 4 h at 37 °C. The slide was then blocked with 5% milk + 0.5% TWEEN-20 + PBS (blocking buffer) for 15 min and incubated with 0.3 μg fluorescently conjugated detection antibodies in 150 μl of blocking buffer for 45 min at room temperature. The dried slide was scanned with a GenePix 4400A scanner (Molecular Devices). The scanned image was analyzed with Matlab programs developed in house, Crossword and Matchbox. The IgG background channel was used to identify the position of each well. A positive event was defined as a well that (1) had 50% of its pixels 2 standard deviations above the mean intensity of the background and (2) 3 ≤ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ≤12. Each positive event was further manually inspected for potential artifacts.
The calibration curve for determining rates of secreted PSA was constructed by spotting 1 μl of diluted PSA detection antibody (1 μgμl −1 ) (5000 × to 10 000 000× dilution) on a polylysine slide. The slide was dried under vacuum for 5 min and then scanned using the same settings as the clinical samples. The median intensity was quantified using GenePix Pro 6.0 (Molecular Devices).
Proteolytic assay with Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)-based peptides
Whole blood from a prostate cancer patient was first enriched for CTCs using the RosetteSep CD45 depletion kit. The cells were then loaded into the nanowells and stained with Calcein AM Violet, EpCAM and lineage antibody cocktail for 1 h. Next, 500 μl of 5 μM FRET polypeptides (BioZyme) mixture was added to the array of nanowells. A glass slide was sealed over the array using a hybridization clamp for 3 h in a humidifier chamber. The array of nanowells was then imaged with the microscope using the FITC channel (Ex: 488 nm, Em: 525/36 nm) for the FRET peptides. The peptides are substrates of Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs) 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 14 and A Disintegrin and Metalloproteinases (ADAMs) 8, 10, 17 as described previously. 20 The sequences of the peptides are shown in Table S3 (ESI † ).
After the initial time point, the arrays of nanowells containing CTCs were placed in the lower chamber of a 0.2 μm transwell petri dish (Corning). C4-2 cells (1 × 10 4 cells, ATCC) and MG-63 cells (1 × 10 6 cells, ATCC) were seeded on top of the transwell. The 0.2 μm transwell allowed secreted factors from C4-2 cells and MG-63 cells to diffuse to the CTCs in the lower chamber. The cells were maintained in growth medium as described in the proliferation assay for one week, at which point the proteolytic activity was measured again.
Results
Isolation of circulating tumor cells with arrays of subnanoliter wells
In order to resolve the variance between individual CTCs, we developed a system to characterize single cells in a high-throughput manner. Our PDMS array comprised 84 762 cubic wells of 275 pL each (65 μm × 65 μm × 65 μm). CTCs were enriched from whole blood by negative selection against CD45 and loaded onto the array to settle into the nanowells by limiting serial dilution ( Fig. 1a ). Because CTCs are rare, the loading biased the occupancy of each well to single CTCs or preformed clusters, allowing comparisons among individual CTCs.
To interrogate all the cells, we imaged the entire array and obtained the surface fluorescence and position of every cell using a custom-designed image processing software (on-chip cytometry). In addition to surface fluorescence, we were also interested in measuring the secretion of individual cells. We placed glass slides functionalized with capture antibodies in contact with the nanowells to capture soluble factors secreted by cells in the individual wells in a process called microengraving. 13 Because the unique well ID retains the spatial information of each cell, we can visually inspect rare cells with their images, track the same cells over time and map secretion events back to the respective cells (Fig. 1b ). Using this approach, we were able to make three types of measurements on viable CTCs isolated from patients with prostate cancer: (1) immediate and short-term viability of CTCs, (2) invasive potential of CTCs, and (3) secretion of soluble factors (Fig. 1a) .
We validated the performance of our method using spiked tumor cell lines. We estimated the yield of our process to be 30% using C4-2 prostate tumor cells and HT29 colon tumor cells (Fig. 1c ). The depletion of CD45 + cells was the dominant source of loss ( Fig. S1 , ESI † ). The process maintained the viability of the isolated tumor cells (95% ± 10% for HT29 cells and 90% ± 7% for C4-2 cells). Therefore, viability of CTCs lower than 90% is a likely result of previous apoptotic events, rather than death induced from processing.
A subset of circulating tumor cells is viable upon isolation
Previously reported methods have not distinguished among viable and dead CTCs from blood samples. Therefore, we determined the viability of primary CTCs isolated from the blood of prostate cancer patients. We applied a combination of live (Calcein AM + ) and apoptotic (Annexin V + ) markers in addition to lineage markers (EpCAM + CD45 − ). The nonfluorescent Calcein AM is hydrolyzed to a fluorescent form by intracellular esterases in live cells, while Annexin V binds to phosphatidylserine on apoptotic cells. Using imaging cytometry, we analyzed CTCs isolated from the blood of prostate cancer patients and categorized them as either fully viable (Calcein AM + /Annexin V − ), apoptotic (Calcein AM + / Annexin V + ), dead (Calcein AM − /Annexin V + ), or disintegrated (Calcein AM − /Annexin V − ) ( Fig. 2a ).
Our results showed that a significant proportion of CTCs were already dead after isolation. The range of viable CTCs observed in 18 prostate cancer patients was 0-314 cells per 5 ml of blood (mean = 25, median = 0) (Fig. 2b, bottom panel) . Viable EpCAM + cells were completely absent in 5 ml of blood of 60% of mCRPC patients. Since most CTC enumeration methods count the aggregate number of viable, apoptotic and dead cells (Fig.  2b, top panel) , previous analyses may have overestimated the abundance of biologically active CTCs.
The majority of circulating tumor cells undergo rapid cell death
A subset of CTCs may represent "in transit" tumor cells with metastatic potential, but the rate-limiting step of metastasis is thought to be colonization at the distant site. 21 We therefore sought to determine whether viable CTCs isolated from blood maintained their viability and/or possessed proliferative potential.
We tracked the viability (Fig. 3a ) and the surface area (Fig. 3b ) as a proxy for proliferation (cells in a cluster fused and could not be accurately counted after a week in culture) in 125 CTCs from patient ID2 and 48 spiked C4-2 prostate cancer cells for 16 days in Matrigel.
Tracking was possible because CTCs maintained expression of EpCAM and other cell types started to die as early as day 4. Both the CTCs and C4-2 cells had clusters of cells and single cells. In the case of C4-2 cells, a subset of cells experienced substantial growth (Fig. 3b ), forming colonies from single cells or clusters (Fig. 3c ). In contrast, none of the primary CTCs exhibited sustained proliferation. Most surviving CTCs spread out after becoming adherent to the Matrigel but remained dormant throughout the 16 days of culture ( Fig. 3b and c), suggesting that CTCs have a low in vitro clonogenic potential compared with prostate cancer cell lines. The absence of any proliferative cells might be a result of their low abundance or the inability of our in vitro system to mimic the important stromal factors found in vivo. We also cultured the CTCs using different conditions (see Methods) and with co-culture of fibroblasts, but none of these culture conditions resulted in proliferation.
We observed that the overall viability of single cells declined at a faster rate than did cell clusters for both CTCs and C4-2 cells (Fig. 3a) . We asked whether being in a cluster imparted enhanced survival to cells. Since we considered the entire cluster to be viable if at least one cell remained alive, we needed to correct for the higher number of cells found in a cluster (see Methods for formula). We compared the observed and predicted viability of clusters extrapolated from single cells ( Fig. 3a) and found that clusters of CTCs did not show enhanced survival but clusters of C4-2 cells had an increased survival rate compared with single cells.
We cultured CTCs from 10 more patients in Matrigel in nano-wells for up to 7 days (Fig.  3d ). Similar to that of patient ID2, most CTCs underwent cell death, but a small number of cells remained viable after a week of culture in Matrigel (Fig. 3d ). We did not observe outgrowth of CTCs in samples without any starting viable CTCs (in case some CTCs could upregulate their EpCAM expression once becoming established in culture). The two patients (ID1 and ID2) with the highest number of persistent CTCs were deceased within six months of their blood draws. Therefore, it is possible that the presence of large numbers of persistent CTCs indicate an aggressive clinical disease and poor patient outcome. These persistent cells appeared resistant to anoikis after being in the circulation and thus may have the potential to colonize when growth conditions become favorable.
A subset of circulating tumor cells is invasive
In addition to clonogenic potential, the invasiveness of tumor cells also correlates with metastatic potential. When we cultured CTCs from patient ID2, we noticed that even though CTCs did not proliferate, they could invade through the Matrigel layer. Therefore, we quantified the invasiveness of individual CTCs from patients ID1 and ID2. Both patients had single cells and cell clusters in their blood samples (Fig. S2 , ESI † ), although clusters from patient ID1 comprised only doublets whereas clusters from patient ID2 ranged from two to nine cells.
Using each CTC's original well as a reference point, we monitored cell movement by recording the coordinates of the cells' centroids over time ( Fig. 4a and Fig. S3 , ESI † ). Clusters from patient ID1 did not exhibit enhanced invasive behavior relative to single cells (Fig. 4b) . On the other hand, cell clusters from patient ID2 exhibited a greater range of migration compared with single cells (Fig. 4b) . Single cells and cell clusters of patient ID2 also differed significantly in their invasive behavior, ranging from no movement to over 100 μm in two weeks.
A subset of circulating tumor cells secretes PSA and proteolytic enzymes
One key advantage of the nanowells is the ability to use them to detect secreted factors from single cells with high sensitivity and specificity. We used microengraving (4 h) to detect the secretion of prostate specific antigen (PSA) from CTCs. While EpCAM staining can only ascribe the histological classification of a cell to be epithelial, secretion of a tissue-specific protein such as PSA can further reveal the origin of CTCs. Using a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 3 to 12, we could distinguish spiked prostate cancer cells (C4-2 and LNCaP) from blood cells and HT29 colon tumor cells with 100% specificity (Fig. S4, ESI  † ) . We sought to determine whether CTCs in the blood produce PSA. We detected secretion of PSA by CTCs from prostate cancer patients (Fig. 5a ), but surprisingly, only from a very small subset of cells. For example, only 2/31 CTCs of patient ID3 secreted PSA above the threshold. Furthermore, the number of PSA-secreting events did not correlate with serum PSA levels. The rate of detectable PSA secretion by CTCs was low, ranging from 0.05-0.2 pg per hour per cell (Fig. S5 , ESI † ), implying that PSA secreted by CTCs is a negligible source of total serum PSA (typically in the ng ml −1 range). This result also suggests that CTCs make up only a small fraction of the total tumor burden in a patient if serum PSA correlates with tumor volume. 22 We also used microengraving to measure five other secreted factors-MMP9, CXCL1, 5, 8 and VEGF, but we did not detect these factors from CTCs.
In addition to directly measuring secreted PSA, we also measured the activity of enzymes secreted into the wells by observing the cleavage of their substrates. We incubated enriched CTCs with FRET-based polypeptide protease substrates 20 (moderately specific for matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and A disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs)) in the nanowells. Only a small proportion of CTCs cleaved the substrates immediately after isolation (Fig. 5b) . To mimic the paracrine interactions in the bone microenvironment since prostate cancer cells have a tendency to metastasize to the bone tissue, we cultured the CTCs with conditioned media from MG63 osteosarcoma cells and C4-2 prostate cancer cells. After a week in culture, two of the five surviving CTCs cleaved the peptides to a greater degree than did freshly isolated CTCs, resulting in an increase in the fluorescent signal within the well (Fig. 5b) . These results indicate that CTCs can secrete proteolytic enzymes necessary to break down extracellular matrix.
Discussion
Heterogeneity among CTCs adds complexity to the understanding of cancer metastasis. We demonstrated that CTCs found in mCRPC patients exhibit functional heterogeneity in terms of viability, invasiveness and proteolytic activity, with as few as 2% of the total viable CTCs possessing malignant traits in progressing patients. For example, patient ID3 had 117 viable CTCs at the time of isolation but only 2/117 remained viable on day 7. In a separate experiment, only 2/86 CTCs of the same patient secreted proteolytic enzymes. The rarity of malignant CTCs agrees with two pieces of evidence supporting metastatic inefficiency. First, the low engraftment rate of CTCs in an immunocompromised mouse model, and the requirement for at least 10 3 CTCs to initiate tumor formation, suggest that metastatic initiating cells (MICs) comprise a rare fraction of total CTCs. 2 Second, the discrepancy between the number of CTCs (0-23 618 cells per 7.5 ml of peripheral blood 6 ) and the number of metastases (1-13 lesions per patient 23 ) implies that the majority of the shed tumor cells are incapable of progressing to overt metastases.
One advantage of our nanowell-based platform relative to conventional flow cytometry is that each cell is documented with an optical image, allowing us to visually inspect the intactness, morphology, and spatial distributions of labeled proteins for each cell. This feature is important for verifying rare events when the number of false positives can be similar to that for true positives. Our platform can also be coupled with a robotic manipulator to recover single cells for genotyping.
Here we have provided two additional pieces of evidence to account for the low frequency of tumorigenic CTCs: (1) significant apoptosis during and after circulation and (2) dormancy of CTCs. By preserving the viability of isolated CTCs, we quantified the distribution of viable and dead cells. The relatively high percentage of apoptotic cells we saw agree with previous studies that detected a significant number of apoptotic CTCs by Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay 24 or caspase cleavage at cytokeratin 18. 25, 26 Because these previous studies used an intracellular marker, however, they could not directly quantify the presence of viable cells. Our data indicated that only 22% of the patients have ≥1 viable cells in 1 ml of blood after isolation. The majority of these surviving cells continued to undergo rapid cell death after leaving the circulation, and only a few cells could persist in Matrigel culture for over two weeks.
Secondly, we found that these viable CTCs are in a quiescent state. The observation that these CTCs are non-proliferative may seem surprising initially but corroborates an earlier study that failed to detect any Ki-67 staining in the CTCs of 47 breast cancer patients. 27 A separate genetic analysis of CTCs also showed that compared with established cell lines, CTCs had a quiescent phenotype, with a decreased expression of growth factors such as VEGFA, MET, ESR1, EGFR, and HER2 and the cell cycle genes downstream of these growth factors including MYC, ATF3, TERT, RAC1, FOXA1, RRM1, CCNB1, and BIRC5. 28 It is important to realize that the proliferative potential of CTCs found in patients differs significantly from that of cell lines. Conventional chemotherapy is ineffective in eliminating single dormant cells in the bone marrow of cancer patients 29 because these dormant cells evade drugs that target proliferating cells. These dormant cells may have the potential to restart their proliferative program after a number of years as minimal residual disease. 1 Accordingly, the presence of dormant disseminated tumor cells correlates with a worse prognosis and a higher rate of relapse. [30] [31] [32] We demonstrated for the first time that clusters of CTCs could exhibit invasive phenotypic behaviors while retaining their expression of EpCAM, an epithelial marker. This collective cell invasion, in which multicellular units invade while maintaining their cell-cell junction molecules, was thought to be the predominate form of invasion in highly differentiated tumors such as epithelial prostate cancer. 33, 34 While experimental evidence has demonstrated the importance of epithelial-mesenchymal transition for cell invasion to occur, and has thus raised the question whether CTCs expressing EpCAM, an epithelial marker, can be invasive. This result suggests that the loss of epithelial markers is not a requirement for invasion to occur. Furthermore, consistent with our observation that the invasive CTCs were quiescent, an earlier study identified primary tumor cells in the invasive margin of ductal carcinoma to be invasive yet dormant. These cells were enriched for pro-migratory and anti-proliferative genes relative to intratumoral cells. 35 An in vitro model using tumor cell lines encapsulated in 3D collagen matrices also demonstrated that tumor cells could be highly invasive and dormant, but knockdown of p27 could reverse this dormancy. 35 In this study, we focused our efforts on examining EpCAM + cells, but we did not exclude the possibility that EpCAM − cells exist and may equally constitute a major source of tumorigenic CTCs. 3 We observed the presence of persistent EpCAM − cells even though they are rare. Together with additional markers, such as PMSA, we may further explore whether these cells are potentially prostate in origin.
In conclusion, interrogating the functional behavior of individual CTCs allowed us to demonstrate that CTCs from the same patient differ significantly in their viability, invasiveness and secretory profiles. We identified a rare subset among isolated CTCs with phenotypes consistent with more efficient metastasis in mCRPC patients. Cells in this subset can resist apoptosis, invasive, or they can secrete proteolytic enzymes. If and when these cells escape cell arrest, they may cause tumor recurrence. Therefore, therapy to target this subset of cells 36 may be necessary to eliminate minimal residual disease. Future studies incorporating a sufficiently powered cohort of patients and new CTC markers (e.g., PSMA) could potentially provide further insights into how functional behavior of CTCs affects patient outcome. The functional assessment of individual CTCs was accomplished by our spatially-addressable array of nano-wells that allowed compartmentalization and spatiotemporal tracking of individual cells or clusters. The nanowell-based approach can be further expanded to retrieve the individual cells to investigate whether this functional diversity may arise from genetic or epigenetic factors, thus helping us to better understand cancer dissemination and design therapies to counter it.
Insight, innovation, integration
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) may mediate the hematogenous dissemination of cancer and initiate metastasis. Their paucity at 1 cell per ml blood, however, makes direct functional characterization challenging. We exploited spatially-addressable arrays of nanowells to measure short-term viability, invasiveness and secretory profiles of individual CTCs. We found that individual CTCs exhibit heterogeneous behavior, with only a rare subset of them being anoikis-resistant or invasive. This nanowell-based approach allowed compartmentalization and spatiotemporal tracking of individual cells or clusters, and thus enabled us to gain new insight into the largely dormant and selectively malignant population of CTCs. 
